I. **ROLL CALL**

Absences: Adam Buckholz, Mayra Cardenas, Katharine Graham, Cabell Rosanelli, Maggie Rossberg, and Olivia Sabik.

II. **COMMUNITY INPUT**

None.

III. **OFFICER REPORTS**

A. VJ Jenkins—Vice Chair for Community Relations, CLAS
   
   None

B. Caroline Herre—Vice Chair for Education, ARCH
   
   See Popular Assembly Feedback

C. Avery Rasmussen—Vice Chair for Investigations, COMM
   
   There are 4 active investigations.

D. Russell Bogue —Vice Chair for Hearings, CLAS
   
   There is one pending hearing that will require staffing—stay tuned.

E. Faith Lyons —Chair, COMM
   
   Continue sending great events.

IV. **REPRESENTATIVE REPORTS**

A. MED and NURS are joining forces for an interdisciplinary Popular Assembly in a few weeks.

B. LAW has a similar event planned in a few weeks with Chipotle.

C. GABA is planning a similar event at First Coffee.

V. **OLD BUSINESS**

A. **Honor in Admissions/Accepted Students:** Darden has two weekends one in February and one in April. MED has a second look weekend in March where they will be present giving out Swag and talking to students- date has not been set. Avery Rasmussen (COMM) will be reaching out to the U-guides. Landon Wilkins (SCPS) says SCPS has a letter going out from Honor in the welcome letter.

B. **Popular Assembly Feedback:** Last Monday night event was held. Moderator responses have been compiled, about 70 in total. 110 people were estimated to attend. 48 CLAS, 1 ARCH, 3 Batten, 2 COM, 2 Curry, 1 Darden, 8 SEAS, 1 NURS, 3 LAW, 1MED. First set of questions were quantitative. Most students felt it was important they went to a school with an Honor System. There was a higher than average reported understanding of Honor Procedures. Honor being student run was also rated as highly important. It was of higher than average important that student panels be comprised of randomly selected UVA students. Most students feel change would be beneficial but how so is not agreed upon. Emerging themes. **Values:** Student run, community building, moral growth. **Purpose:** Community of Trust, high moral standards, integrity in all aspects of university life, uphold an ideal. **Sanctioning system:** through and fair, guilty have a
seconcd change, the ideal is imperfect and falls short. IR reform: should happen regardless of sanction reform, most viable option for Feb, reset button is good, not good for after I-Panel, additive IRs equal to expulsion. Classification: concerns on gray area, more in line with traditional multi-sanction system, flawed incentive structure, working on precedent. Sanctions panel: more power to Committee, addresses severity, introduces precedent, issue with grad schools, relieves student panel of responsibilty. Mediation: question re: coming face to face with student, hurts student ownership, uphold ideal, how does this differ from IR/ CR.

Faith Lyons (COMM, Chair) says she feels like we’re getting close to where we need to be, but we aren’t there yet. Students are thinking critically about our system, and we’ve gotten a good amount of feedback. Russell Bogue (CLAS, VCH) says one of the major difficulties we are facing is that we are required to put something forth as a constitutional measure. We are trying to find a way to create a constitutional response to something that is more in line with our by-laws. Faith Lyons adds an important point of reference is W&M overhauled their system in 2010 as mandated by their President. We have 9 months so we need to be careful and as representative as possible. Michelle Butler (LAW) agrees but wants to change our tone of discussion so it doesn’t sound like we are doing nothing to enact change. Matt Comey (BATT) makes a constitutional reference and suggests making an amendment to basically revise one or two words to propose multi-sanction system. Russell Bogue and Faith Lyons say that is something that is being discussed.

VI. New Business
None

VII. Community Input
A. Community member who served as a moderator at Popular Assembly: Her group talked about the significance clause. If our values change how easy would it be to change our sanction system to reflect changing ideals. In her first year pool team they were talking about DOTL education team, Fall Blast and Spring Fling as great points of contact for educating student about Honor. VJ Jenkins (CLAS, VCCR) adds he just met with Dean Gregory of the Office of Admissions and that is in the works.

VIII. Closed Session